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PAREIDOLIA

Pareidolia that it is possible to be scared of a video you’ve unflinchingly watched several 
times before.  None of your closest friends and neighbors know about these projects, so in all 
closets you can watch in revenge our evolution from brats to enabled predictors of a 
reasonably good life that has nothing to do with being friends and neighbors.   Standing up for 
some straight white male people too, not unlike when Mork from Ork paid homage to the 
Communist Manifesto by trying to free THE egg that could not (did not want to?) fly he soon 
found out.  The parallels of lightbulbs or something that is a manifestation, or cause of human 
agency.  I’m just wanting and waiting for that hot moment when the metaphoric referent can 
completely discard from its physical and/or natural source(s) domain(s).  Why, no, I didn’t 
know that hens did not need roosters.

Similarly doors are useless.  We don’t have to forget the openess of what we keep in view, 
though it’s difficult.  Getting stuck on speaking for the powerless who may not want that kind 
of closeness with you, the blood pacts that brothers make with each other after trespassing 
through the tunnel scraps of metal past the lumber yard on the OTHER SIDE of town.  The 
smaller, slower, clumsier and weaker brother, never all yolo about the pilgrimage though the 
transgression part of it was fun and fulfilled some outsider(s) fantasy, finally turns in disgust 
about the metallic or lead taste, goes home by himself and watches plays of forces between 
people on television speaking to each other in approximately John Simon-approved American 
English dialects in contrived and comfortable looking domestic settings, houses of which one 
whole side must be imagined if not for the canned laughter coming from it.  Does this boy 
imagine this domestic setting open or closed?  Maybe it’s like a convertible for a house. 

Dwelling on the need for an inside, an approximate container to carve out some discretion of 
taste and likability.  Dandelion is the multiplying pride agaist the monochromatic lawn and its 
two centuries old designation of respectable status-giving.  But, and And, when J asked his 
immigrant friend in bad intermediate Spanish about her status, como esta el estado de tu? he 
didn’t mean to know her inner feelings, but simply wanted to know that she was safe from 
deportation.  Calling pareidolia or SIMPLY INSISTING THAT only direct answers to his 
questions be relevant.  If one’s intentions don’t matter, how come one’s intent to kill has to be 
proven in a court of law?  Or maybe just intentions in language are impotent.  That’s not it 
either

But then she found that it was something to gawk and joke about.  Bad springtime analogies 
of every kind in this unveiling of a plan for renewed understanding.  No, grass is an invasive 
weed grass is an invasive weed grass is an invasive weed grass is an invasive weed grass is 
an invasive weed is an invasive weed grass of lawns is an invasive weed, and his sweet, his 
more-undulating-than-is-known carnival barking is the PAREIDOLIC SUBSTITUTE FOR ALL 
those exotic ululations that we all have been so used to hearing or learned at high school 
football pep rallies all across the United States of and perhaps through out North America

Pareidolia, that admiration on the part of so many of the magnanimously silent express for the 
naive mavericks really betrays the best thinking positions. I mean sitting down.  On a couch, 
chair or floor, INDIAN STYLES OR HERO POSES! but not maverick pose. You can’t go and 
take back a word any more than you can an action.  But that you can imagine doing so. The 
calves are all grown up as unbranded cows now.  And when you have no name you have too 
many names, epithets mostly. These misunderstandings are creamy homey white stings.   
And, and but, Polysemous pretty.

And yet the same grievances and skepticisms still linger.  The crates of acetates, cover from 
the dust motes, from the many trips they took, the shit they waded through to get to that 
magic of those tunes on the records with their erie crackling that follows the skip until it is the 
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skip again, masking back concurrent with a friendship, calling bullshit or simply insisting that 
only the direct answers to his questions be relevant to whatever thoughts of significance to 
these items.    It seemed that his FRIEND HAD NOTHING GOING ON UPSTAIRS and 
contradicted himself daily, but, and “and no house of possibility.  The pattern is unmistakable. 
He was lazy and couldn’t stand being alone.  He expressed love more boldly yet breezily and 
motivationally feminine than any man I knew.  He demonstrated with his vocalized body 
sensitivity to all pain and would say I love you.  So it was easy to seduce one’s senses to his 
friendship despite his flakey behaviour.  “Flakey”, the euphemism for something more painful.

Mark it the nostalgia-based excitability.  Take the Internet for example, a twilight zone 
occupied by porn addicts, nerdy early adopters and disaffected teens.  But the web WAS A 
CAUSE CÉLÈBRE FOR MANY DIYers and so many of them are still not disappointed, or 
expecting much in friendship. Y2K fell to a grander narrative, a gender narrative a nation 
narrative, a racial narrative, a climate narrative, an economic narrative the social networking 
narrative.  Could a song or other things embody histories that are themselves the memory, 
even the metaphysics, of the experience of freedom, or” positive freedom”?  Free to think that 
those bear hugs I initiated were permanent.

Whatever we share that seems for real precisely as we don’t know or ask whether it is good 
for us.  A conspiracy wasn’t planned in a day a conspiracy wasn’t planned in a day a 
conspiracy wasn’t planned in a day a conspiracy theory wasn’t constructed in a day a 
conspiracy theory wasn’t constructed in a day a conspiracy theory wasn’t constructed in a 
day.  More like an an allegiance so spontaneous, whose BELIEFS, SHAPED OUTSIDE THE 
MARGIN(S) OF OUR FREEDOM.  Standing up for the wealthy —who also had no choice of 
where or from whom they were born—too!  In a cloud, so content that much like tree houses, 
not constricted by zoning ordinances, smirk some slanting benediction.

My! The my other side, my simply insisting that my Pareidolic substitute for all, my Indian 
styles or hero poses, my friend had nothing going on upstairs, my was a cause célèbre for 
many DIYers, My beliefs shaped outside the margins of our Freedom
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ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING IN YOUR SLEEP

Your keeping track of the
time is supposed to anchor

But the rattle of Gretta’s purr

at the comfy chair in the room
Where the neighbor sometimes peeps in.

Friends ask me,
“Lara, you use the adverb, “aesthetically”
a lot, and I respond,
“why yes, it is a weighty category
in my mind and I mind

it when some
thing so full of content doesn’t
move me. “ Something
so full of Contentment.

Our skins are tickled with echoes
of Gretta’s meow
that is like the sausage
of a caress

It doesn’t have to be fancy
a little wet, yes
Admittedly the feeling out of a rigid shape
punctuates the trill purr
or a hope for social change
in some correlative relation to log-offs

If this were a document of
expression, obsess over its palimpsest

It’s not that I need a Jewel weed
to send ringtones of Terry Riley
out its stamen
Or porn scenes of biggest professor crushes
or resented fellow students

But this lack of an end to a timeline
The impressions of some awful
request in writing that is impossible
from the other end of your eyes
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SPORADIC CONFESSIONAL

The goal: blurb, pic, and a tagline:
Be at ease with temporality:
How you had time, wasted it, and still managed to create more of it

Aim taken like a tooth flossing via
just the right pen strokes that everyone
expects.  Everyone expects something

What I really dream, after thinking about it long and hard, is a world where every able-minded 
person can commit time each week to participate in the administrative work needed in the 
organizing of our political movement.  You know book keeper, media communications 
manager, membership manager, research staff, note taker, meeting facilitator, coalition 
outreach volunteer coordinator, party liaison, fund-raiser

Our backs still hurt—and
on a day off— and sleeping off the thought—
Top Model    is     
On, being bounded to
an important friend whose 
“made time” is for

In the past
the pets grazed
and flowers tilted 

in just one direction
Man was alone in the world
Wo-man had her Man

Neither exploited 
so much in the pictures like today
clicked, scrolled, endeared 
and rarely unguarding interiors

Guilty of duty to playing, I 
have confessed-solicited
support in so many labors

unalienated ones 

In the past we didn’t know 
what we wanted
Having time for that one
Personifying the thing
Bulwark against boss
thought outside of

Outside of the boss tick tick, tick, tick—there probably really is a show called Top Model 
huh?
I think people who know what they want and do it have a right to resent those that don’t 
There, I’m in no rush with all these things only found in memoriam
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SPEAKING OF WELL DIRECTED RAGE

If it was a poor black person
applying, he wouldn’t be eligible
either,
No sir

We don’t have opinions here at the Marketplace
I have interpreted your question as abusive,
sir, could you—because I know how good you are with hypotheticals—
plausibly see that taken offense is so obvious, if also, as you say, extreme

You are not eligible for an affordable health care plan because again
your state is not expanding Medicaid to cover 
single individuals at your income level 
and you do not make enough for the tax credit to lower the cost of a Federally Facilitated 
Marketplace Health plan.

If you would like to be a black person you can take my place on the call and I can transfer you 
to my supervisor
Yes sir, good luck to you
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I DON’T KNOW WHY PHOTO ALBUMS NEVER REPLACED MUSEUMS

Speaking of well directed rage,
Where it hurts the most,
along someone else’s monuments
The implicit rejection by their
cis forefathers’ greatest accomplishments
whose art thoughtfully challenges
history, almost everyone’s
But his legs keep on, as if driven, yet
he will not stop for this installation
art.  Supposing no one needs a witness,
He doesn’t remember when
Geat great great great great great
Grandpa May
had his bio-power robbed in some coal mine
in Mostyn for some just imaginable pittance, and 
but still managed to spawn an heir,
his great great great great great grandpa May
The unus mundus’s impossibility
goes without saying for that’s when they 
went to the new world, 
never wearing black on their faces again
Probably
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SPEAKING OF PERSONALIZED UNASSUMING MONUMENTS

The enjambment of this neighborhood the    
pedestrian is always ensconced in      
Stammering everyday when trying not     
to alienate you.    
when metaphors are so  
new it won’t develop,

why the line stops right on nineteenth street mobile homes   
ornamented with barking dogs then continues.        

It’s the same way with new
transportation infrastructure
Being on foot with your bike until carrying  
over the railing the tire-friendly pavement   
wouldn’t be possible without   
the old way cities like Lawrence still
create economic growth.  Parents always  
lashing that one should not complain
about the bringers by 
whom our favorite shows
were brought to us.

Tire-friendly pavement
on the long road through the
teasingly pastoral
corridor—teasing because it’ll be gone soon 
and—the point reached, trying
to be made is: the only thing    
more place-making than an urban landscape   
where you’re free from any and all commerce  

is the toy store
that is Nu Penny on the other end
of that dead end
Just north 
of the still concealingly electrifying pylons
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RAPPORT PRIVILEGE

To try to share the dilettante’s experience 
Some have even credited it with
replacing museums—logically
Logically?
These homely drawings, poems and songs
Embracing everyone within the privacy of

Homely is a euphemism for retarded
Itself an epithet for intellectually disabled
But we mean homely in the way that
many intellectually disabled people
look absolutely beautiful and some
intellectually enabled people look beautiful only
in the way we think intellectually disabled people do
Abandoning the footnotes of transgressions

What a path to take, is it a shameless conceit or
some kind of undiagnosed mental illness
What a path to devise:
thinking outside the box requires a
literal cardboard box to advertise the support of unalienated labor
Playing with the idea that Adam was a mere first denoter, three dollars
playing with it a capella, five dollars

So resentment takes its steps toward oblivion
And wounds from the dictatorship of capital gently exits, is not a cliche
for a more exciting rugged individualism that permeates through the streets, is a cliche
The word cliche not much of one, merely

a necessary first step
to begin conversation now stick your
salacious head back in your hearth tent, 
Conversation.  Not 
subjectifying you today, Conversation
no no no!  no no no noeoah!

An indirect benediction in this, a result of the lack of conversation

Then there’s this nonconsensual sex the boys
and girls have at the school
Nonconsensual sex is a euphemism for rape
We, who only witnessed the testimonies, our straight men’s mouths, no longer open wide,
 mildly filtering the salutary growls 
Prototypically erecting an inept transformation from her victimhood
to some fetishized demystification of the
rapist in all his hygiene challenged chatroom isolation

He without meaningful rapport, with nothing.  Nothing
without the habitual propulsion to assert a fixed subjectivity
that dreams a collective maker of his victimhood

that meets a salutary growl and probably weaponry

You’ll see how “we are” the kneecap of the joke
Our mouth wants to open wide and mildly filter the salutary growl
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As for we who have rapport privilege… 

They say Rapport Privilege      
rules a nation, or a      
mass of…or the one or two dozen lines      
that’ll manage to survive its decay,             
you can tell
One’s accentuating of tits, ass, hips and the color pink cannot remain a concept alone. At best 
a means 
to liberate  for real

Even Whitman’s Scud is improved
by that scuff mark
which never showing
what fremdschämen the
“friendship substitution canonization" might include,
“Why are the blurbs all written by the author’s friends?”
“Why have I never been published outside Kansas?”

Surely more than just overreaching 
send-ups to the overrated “Howl”
That standing list of quasi innumerable incidents friends, involving bodily
positions/situations in important public places prepositionally referencing something 
phony/mystical in the faces of oppression, amid midcentury American culture

Just what is this thing
called the hipster millennial set
it is not like we count their numbers
in a non inept political war room
once it’s left “your head it’s already compromised”
But let’s keep going…on a fluke, one
of many that season, he
can’t say he suffers from
rapport privilege
but then not suffer from white,
male privilege either
“This Rapport Privilege is a lie.  I have never cashed in on my Rapport privilege”

“If you study the history of Rapport Privilege our ship captains were getting murdered.  The 
French had to tip us off. I mean these were the days of Thomas Jefferson…you can’t solve it 
with dialogue. You can’t solve it with a summit.  You solve it with a bullet to the head.  It’s the 
only thing these people understand.  And all we’ve heard from this President is a case to heap 
praise on Rapport Privilege, as if to appease them”.

“It’s clear that Rapport Privilege is a threat to the world.  Yet, President Obama will not say 
that”

Oooohhh oooohhhh, not subjectifying you to today, conversation.
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SUI GENERIS

“The ones who loved us best are the ones we’ll lay to rest…The ones who love us least are 
the ones we’ll die to please” —— Paul Westerberg

It hurts not knowing how I got here; of course that’s one of my figures of speech.
That helps describe what makes me want to reconcile with those
who would keep me down
with those who’d still keep me down

Now is a good time amid the charges of my arrogance
to talk about the time I wet my pants. 
I still wet the bed

I’ll never be smarter
I’ll never be stronger than now
[this is where the reverb is laid on thick]
And while I learned to love you
better than average

Inside this embodied mind secrets are kept
Even from me
Writing poetry exposes “radical subjectivity”
Radical Subjectivity
Radical Subjectivity
Radical Subjectivity

And the euphoric effects of an enthused but threatened
freedom.  Freedom
Oh, freedom.

There is sorrow knowing that we
rely on those who don’t love us
We depend on some who don’t love us.
We need many who do not know us.

The sorrow knowing that
what’s wrong with the system is above our pay grade
What’s wrong with the system
is
above our pay grade
What’s wrong with
the system is above our pay grade
What’s wrong
with the system is above our pay grade
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‘NEW CAREER’ DAY

Government focused cloud services
available today

I don’t know what this means
really.
It offers an exciting new way

of storing information

I don’t know what that means

Whereas
the rationality of financial markets
makes perfect sense.

Tempted with the whole Crying Lot plot
but insisted instead on knowing exactly
How new career day will be sold as
and how the new career got here.  There
will be no “stamps” from my
under-infamous movements
Only the same imaginary barriers
adhered to by a lot of subversive merchandise

Subversive to what?  I offer expertise
on pros and cons of the information delivery
services from certain private entities
for certain federal programs

Love Letters from General Dynamics
Government Focused Cloud Services
Love Letters from General Dynamics
Government Focused Cloud Services

The consumer may be unable to complete the application due to site systems issues
After submitting an online application the consumer may not receive a notice
The consumer may fail the ID proofing process, so be unable to complete the application
After submitting a paper application the consumer may never receive a notice

All the impacts of this work day minimized by Cecil Taylor’s “Air” and the morning bowel 
movement
But control in communications, 
while its most dominant 
was not its only important theme
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FAVORITE SERENADE

I know you won’t think this is a favorite serenade of mine,
my one free arm achingly trying to engage—the fighting as
a means only, to reach the most neutral zone of communication

The most neutral zone of communication

Thinking you have to earn privilege of talking about abstract things.

Toddler Leo stands holding the squeeze box accordion looking and
intently fishing-for, at baby brother Otto in his baby seat

Not everyone can love words as much as you.
Not everyone gets that certain phrases can be lovable tautologies
like: land bridge, Coca-Cola Beverage, conceptual art object or squeeze box accordion

Like saying you really have to earn the privilege of conversing
about abstract things, toddler Leo stands holding the accordion

Like managing to explain why the explanation of the multiple global crises is relevant to the 
house she and her husband will build, Jill decides to keep up with his new friend up ahead at 
the foot of the rocky bluff by asking for someone to save his bicycle she’s holding with her left 
arm while using her right to hold onto the rocky ledge. It is very dark with only a few 
seemingly random traffic lights and there is much ground to cover before reaching their 
destination.  She feels so light—we all do when traveling
Exclusively local diets are not yet feared

Like some admission of guilt for having dropped something, the neutral zone of 
communication is the slow sculpture of a human face that is always improving, always looking 
ahead

Like the man condemned and awarded to live with the talking finger, toddler Leo spends a lot 
of time offering expressions of love to baby brother Otto

Will Leo even know the intensity and amortization of that expense?  Does anyone?
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SINECURE 

Stuffy nose now seen through
to the roof of the mouth
What the brother’s keeper comes down to

inhaling the apparition of gravel
evanescent to the last—from
the first prepubescent’s cough

The crickets calling as if summer lasted
Static and clutter blurring together

These are the Crowds, so the
communist Oppen raised a skeptical brow.

These are their candy asses
never tiring of belittling and finding the cue
to do so as long as it stays put,
The Cyber Skin Foot Stoker 
still in its package
and still in an aura of
special tax status
Strokes of sexual genius
the anti-entitlement crowd
gave us knowledge of

It will trickle down
from the ceiling to
the place we call home
and the bad rhetoric
that typographical asymmetry
in the “what’s on your mind?” field
words for someone’s mother
bled for blood’s metalepsis
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OCCULT SOUL FORCE

It was written that it was the finger up the ass of beauty
but nothing that followed indicated what degree

of its cleanliness or the ass’s gender

Are we to adopt the same anthropomorphism
from old literary traditions? Like Love
pulls His thingy,
shoots and goes every sweaty crumpled sheet
Huh?

Your ass is a tomato
I try hard to be a marigold

Morning waking up together, too hot
is the “Occult Soul Force”
Just another “strophic leveler”?

We do wake together ogling each other to
too hot for handheld cuddling stances

And stuck as opposites
She calls me “monkey moo” and I
a dozen terms of endearment for her
Not written but oral, the older and untested
but evidence of no private language
That will surely give the ass
and narcissist their due

The strophic leveler, the hook
the opposite of note to self
“oh, the stones not yet cut”.  Read on
And don’t pretend to be without opinion

Letting desire only surface at the crease of a shell
that cuts the air to say anything

of anything, to say of an empty desert,
there is no such thing --gettin' ecocentric--
say, a released product.

That is, Cupid meets Psyche
negotiating boy meets girl
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THE SURMOUNTABLE FOURTEEN PERCENT 
(For Election Day, 2014)

The statistical anomaly in you, seriously trying to hold onto what sickness lingers, because it 
rarely occurs, and because you’re anticipating a voice of nobodies, hard to blame.  After all 
how strong will the motive to get healthy and then stay healthy be?  At least you can’t sit on 
your ass with back pain and unidentified bug bites —MERSA— for much longer.  Other 
causes seemingly absent, your skin seductively crawls anyway.  And Because they could.

Many Kansans have deferred their will —only theoretically speaking?— to one voting block, 
the Pro Unborn Life constituency —I am now self-consciously paranoid: have we used too 
many big words to achieve any rhetorical effect?  Suspecting that our many friends, family 
members and associates are induced with disinterested scowls back to perceiving some kind 
of white noise right at the deployment of “theoretically”.  Do they even enjoy that as such 
great sounds?  Is even this a desperation for some ethical collateral? To give someone 
aesthetic pleasure a new experience, however modest and modestly?  Or even lead 
someone to a dictionary or encyclopedia.

Around the corner from your hearth that is your home that is so close to what you want to see 
in the rest of the legally designated spots of the human sanctioned—the world, the Public 
Works and other works’s trucks create the impression of a loud thunder.  Startled, having just 
had the chills and a 102 temperature hours earlier.  You have never noticed this, is this always 
what it’s like while you’re at work, and having expected the worst from the weather for so 
long?  When it gets better is it quieter or at least more ambient?  Often times it’s not the 
number of syllables, the size of, but the number of words, or perhaps the lack of proper 
frequency-sensitive or amplitude-sensitive annunciation. “Open your mail louder”, as Jenna 
Osman leaflet dropped.

And seeing gubernatorial candidate “Paul Davis” “fishing for higher taxes” on a recent 
leaflet...I wanted to tell to tell you I forgot.  Look those 2 names up, I am name plugging not 
name dropping.  You have not vomited once during this sickness, and voted!  But that 
announcement does not fit on the little sticker that they give you when you go to vote. 

Speaking of brevity, in Ferguson, Missouri many see these T-shirts that read Black Lives 
Matter.  Would it have made a difference if they added the “too” —not the preposition or the 
number 2— on the end?  Or perhaps the weightier adverbial “Black Lives Also Matter”?  Is it a 
quibble?  I’m just sick, not sick but pissed, and (theoretically?) empathize with those angry 
historically illiterate, not doctrinaire racist white men and women who think being black in 
America is a club they’ve been refused entry to.  Does the Overton Window need plugged?
The same thing, scowls provoked by loquaciousness that does not appear to make sense, 
happens when one tries to talk about an issue with another who may be uncomfortable  Being 
reminded that “black noise” may refer to, pointing at and meaning, mean, a silent noise.

It’s said it has to get worse before it gets better.  When your face gets its color back it could 
be like your body suffered for something.  Your body has something to suffer for and/but I 
mean something else could have caused your body to suffer.  No isms’ fault this time; the 
onion bits that cured the boils on your ass and thighs were grown from a neighbor’s farm and 
given for free.  Freeing the speech for but mostly from.

Instead, we can treat these political collocations as sentient entities, albeit arousing possible 
conflict.  For instance in the situation of perhaps the many women who are our many political 
allies not groking Pro Unborners’ votes, because isn’t there an implication of the dismissal of 
other things, body parts?  Shall we then rename the “Pro-Unborn Block” the “Women's Health 
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Illiteracy Block”.  May this “Pro-Unborn” schlock no longer block your cock, although getting a 
cookie, so I take stock, is not the way to a “Women’s Health Literacy Lover’s” nookie within 
which rests all logical accessories to the weapon of “Women's Health Illiteracy Block”.  The 
“Pro Unborn” flirts with the “Women's Health Illiteracy Block”.  “The consummation of Pro 
Unborn Block and Health Illiteracy Block’s love” hurts, obstructed by a deontologizing “Pro-
Life Block”.  “Deontologizing Pro-Life Block” is in love with pictures of disembodied not well 
constructed fetuses and/or further denigrated excessively vascular or sanguine depictions of 
them.  It is not enough, Offense gestures, that “‘Deontologizing Pro-Life Block’s’ obsession 
with denigrated, excessively vascular and/or sanguine and faceless fetuses” will repel the 
bystanders who may just care about their “pocket book”.  The best we can sell, the front of the 
Women's Reproductive Autonomy Block?  “Women’s Reproductive Autonomy Block” curls up 
to the “Pro-Choice Block”, Maybe time to catch air to see what the Other Blocks are doing.  
The “Bystander Who May Just Care About their ‘Pocket Book’ Block” breathes new life—or in 
and out that sassy stuff from the Southwest Kansas meat plants— into the Body Politic.  My, 
what curious things we may find in trails they silently trail more of.  What’s a world’s most 
insulting epithet gotta screw to get some Bird’s Eye voice with all that white noise down there.  
“World’s Most Insulting Epithet” screws you out of a cozy nook.   What collocation are you, 
“World’s Most Insulting Epithet” asks repeatedly.  No one’s going to say White Noise, That’s 
when we know  the “White Noise Matters Block”, in its elementary maligning, gifts us “Other 
Blocks”.

“Other Blocks” as from your still sore bones, come in a variety of colors and specialize in 
inspiring an over speculation of how it got that way, how long it stays sore.  Somebody get a 
doctor.  The “Bystander who May Just Care About Their Pocket Book Block” plays doctor 
pitifully in the corner with “Other Blocks”. The consolation being the “Orgasm Lobby” has 
precluded its own existence, riding on a wave personified as “Sickness Care Lobby”.  And 
everybody, every body, can understand the “Sickness Care Lobby”.
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A CHILD’S GUITAR

In a social context that is lacking any deliberation of a conscious sense of community. In other 
words, opening every door to our dreams —and nightmares—is simply saying such. Not 
much has been considered. So let’s look at the indirect pointing in more than just speech. 
Take a child’s guitar that is not like a father’s truck, a bank’s assets, the town’s grocery store, 
her medicine, your partner’s diary, or even someone’s trust.  It’s a clumsy pairing, the child 
and ax.

Social Scientists now agree: I can change your behavior but not change your attitude, your 
mind, so what’s the fun in changing your behavior, a child’s guitar? Even the positive outcome 
of the said changed behavior doesn’t ensure any significant world-improvement, in which 
these surroundings getting friendlier to my sensibilities may be incidental.

I made up and posted in the services section of Craigslist a story about a friend with a brain 
injury, who still thought it was Halloween and wanted to be spooky and pass out candy—
knowing that free candy would be the hook, and since this is about their children, they know 
what it’s like to imagine. Right?

There was a moment there, a generation really, when there was no clue about the allure to 
holding another’s hand, a child’s guitar! what we could communicate to whomever would 
listen accompanied with deep nerve endings.  The Beatles are overrated from an ahistorical 
point of view.

Like fungi in a rainforest lichen ruggedly picks up, a debt we owe to such a day in the woods 
and not the rainforest and it’s not raining anything anymore, like a little North American 
campground, where the people I meet are not the same antagonists I fight in my, and 
hopefully your, head.  It all multiplies and so attenuates the once concentrated ire, but it 
comes back.  It’s as if he can only feel this love with strangers after pre-Internet vetting of 
them and by considering for long the logistics of how they may kill each other with their bare 
hands.

A child’s guitar, it’s so confusing.  But the heat of sibilance which uncovers your tonsils on the 
drum riser-risen bass drum, its skin of clung kisses kisses the sibilance, the finely coiled 
speck on the dying tree over the ants at their crystal balls.

She apologizes for being a buzzkill but let’s me feign the brain injury for the day-after-
Halloween Trick-or-Treaters anyway.  I can’t even get to the point of refusing to apologize for 
loftiness.  We’re in a war against the forces of evil.  We are in a war against the forces of 
evil…are considering the notion. Others’ notions

This means that Chicken Poop, a brand of lip balm from Wichita.  A child’s guitar, that I’m 
seeking approval from mom and dad.   Except expecting so lovely a start of conversation, 
does not turn dry to the unsaid friend without quotes/virtual rapport
The suitcase was nothing to leave wardrobe malfunction-resistant. I wanna resist your 
wardrobe malfunction.  I wanna resist your wardrobe malfunction, to touch some flora in 
which it won’t even matter.  I wanna resist your wardrobe malfunction. That was a chorus.  I’m 
not much of an issues guy, but the perennially underfunded loser in this race implies a future 
to return to at the expense of the child’s guitar being the most violently selves-defending 
eponomy 
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LONG MOMENT

“The sound of money is very quiet indeed”

And there is Boketto
The simplest and most explicit
tally criterion on the 

Bohemian index.
That is a thing

Guest lists of the black market that are
shared hopes and values,
are not the X factor?
The thing will insulate us from

noise, the talk of embracing diversity and
non conformity in the business world
Could it be more enhanced? 
There are Pink lines and drills across the land
Making this observation, 
and yet I am Peter Pan
fallen back in terror for myself, into
placebo conversations that must catch on

The sound of fingernails scratching my rash
I’ve and am smelled out just tapped

But there is Boketto
and it potentially affects over the whole brain
Till a series of movements is only recognized as a whole state

“Ronald Reagan was ridiculed as an actor
an actor without a moment
nevertheless influential friends and party members persevered”

I can’t believe I’m loved by you this much Jamie
ccnntt bbllvv mm llvvdd bb yy thth mmchch jjmm
I can’t believe I’m loved by you this much Jamie
ccnntt bbllvv mm llvvdd bb yy thth mmchch jjmm
Aye-a-ee-ee-aye-uh-aye-oo-i-uh-ay-ee
Aye-a-ee-ee-aye-uh-aye-oo-i-uh-ay-ee
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STRAIGHT,  STRAIGHT—NO!

The Moment, not the epitaph writer’s Mecca any more than
Drifting these two gazing at the pistil of the flower,
the rest of its anatomy caught, or just lost in the 
background meant for that long hard look soliciting everyone 
for the opportunity to enjoy collective humiliations

Is it really lame to blame being white
as to why this particular diffidence of
“these poems” is the absence of melody, wanting such?

Reproaching poetics pros AND dabblers for
downplaying melody or if, not doing so
without the rhythm a further obstruction of that dumb view
Downplaying melody how it is so perfectly absent too, but

implicit in a poem?

Okay I’ll tell you a story:
on the non alternate take of “Milestones”, at around nine minutes and twenty seven seconds 
into the CD reissue, Paul Chamber’s bass, the last instrument to solo finally ends taking us on 
a definite bounce back to the idea/chorus where Coltrane and Adderley’s modal harmonizing 
each bar earlier in the bar with the abrupt lowered pitches is a faint memory.  Just push 
playback or drag the line, already forgetting that what they were playing was the main part, 
the refrain or the chorus.  Yes, It is in F rather than Monk’s original B. During all that i had an 
expectation of expelling something my excellent life with you had made me focus on.

Expectation of expel ling something my
excellent life with you has made me focused, but relaxed 

for two garden tourists to be 
taken care of by the carefully peeled back hibiscus petal inducing sleep, 
promising to find some 
way of ennshrin ing  all of it,  
what comes before  induction of  desire 
between us the desire to 
go on knowing it feels like the beginning  Promising the expellant something excellent you 
focus focus on  
you relaxed but carefully 
peeled back like dirt and

the cotyledons of of our sleep where I fear 
for my lack of career,  I wish 
career hunting had been on that alternate take   of

 trope-slinging    sex pot      deadbeat’s
resume procedurally  lifted 
for po biz    see future po-biz blog drivel six   more   seconds?
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RAPPORT REPRISE

To try to share the dilettante’s experience
Some have even credited it with
replacing museums—logically
Logically?
These homely drawings, poems and songs
embracing everyone within the privacy of

To try to share 
the dilettante’s experience, some 
have even credited it with replacing museums
logically—Logically?
These homely drawings, 
poems and songs embracing everyone 
within the privacy of

To try to share the dilettante’s 
experience.  Some have even,
credited it 
With replacing museums—logically.  Logically?— these
homely drawings, poems and songs embrace everyone within 
the privacy of
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RATIONALIZING YAWNS IN THE COLD

Don Quixote
Gerard Damiano
the list is growing
Fitzcaraldo
fire in the belly from following scene: when teaching a toddler
how to walk, only not just slow motion
but in reverse to and forward again
to cast its eyes on the self-sculpted runner
to the perilousness posed to this world 
that they someday have to help defend

We will praise the toddler for its mastery
until, somewhat incidentally, their sex is capable of being fully realized,
rebelling in some strange alliance with friends
not yet consolidated by yawning gifts of money
or even, hopefully, their communication devices.

Nothing beats an opera in the middle of the Amazon
You can’t prove otherwise
Folks who want to be astronauts, soldiers,
even star athletes, are boring

Now the Pearl of Sex —the act— that!
It’s inversion of the task-oriented process of 
the archeologist, who just turns on rippling arms
just handling stationary to puff up with
guiding his eyes upon the arcane 
life-sized picture books and play sets
The enemy within and the enemy 
so far out there being the same

Giving up the idea of Chivalry before its grasp
and after the fact of its coevality, one may not get far in thinking
that Cervantes  
was hating—not just anyone of 
all societies.  They yield to and so perpetuate systems of controlling people’s breeding

These trends never account for
how they had to come to be such
Neither does “the herd instinct”

That instinct convinced
towards pandiculations
hardly the way to start
hardly how to elevate the smallness of things
that, in satisfying us, we
desparately needed pulmonologist's  
neuroscientists, et al.
Desperately needing
to show your brothers and sisters
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another way behind self-reliance-challenged,
waking-challenged keep-earning

Keep-earning.  Got it?  K…sounding
desperate talking to friends too.
They simply don’t put two and
Rapport Privilege together. 

My bear hugs, not a factor
Not a factor but some do resist them
with extreme negativity.  Maybe cowardly (them)
isn’t the right word because I do spend
more alone time than ever imagining
what must it be like to be a victim of
sexual harassment or abuse

These, 
the sex positivity-wrapped embrace of practical social justice
and the social justice-wrapped caveating of sex positivity
are just two of the war fronts 
I’ve closed down.  Also closed:
Damiano’s unlucrative vision what with The Male Orgasm Block’s 
unfair leverage and the lucrative position of being hard to get
without how opening up the biggest can of
In light of recent sometimeses viruses whose semantic value are limited

No, the poem maker likely dreams of walking home
in a woodsy New Englandish neighborhood
(because that’s where all the great poets are from)
Or is on an MFA track, teaching and publishing furiously
Or sticking out his thumb at the freak marked-hoopties
going on the road to discover America
that still naively clings to that big thing
that spontaneous yet somehow intellectually beautiful
draws out the political implications from and,
after a brief enactment of course, of
the second scene in Bosch’s famed triptych.
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POSSIBLE REPROACH IN THE MORNING

All the words are from the bottom
All of the people out running today,
I love you.  I mean that from the bottom
Alyosha Karmazov 
was not simply compelled
to help, to go forth.

Consider a leadership assumed
calling out the enlistment of offspring today do all of their adult chores,
Apparent gadfly responds, “what are you some kind of cop sent from the past?”
His left and right shirt collars slightly unpressed
His remaining hair uncombed his nipples angry suns

Is or is not at all like getting it started and getting it over with
To not edit, but just “ignore”, ignore all, add,
or something else entirely
Hating so much that she wanted a particular audience
Coming out on the other end; a voice, really:

Still waiting for the floating sheep!
He says, but he was too busy making it up

Showcasing
More runes and pics of the troglodytes

dark like an orgasm some day soon
written at the level of sleep
but still counting

they don’t go
out of sequence

The pedal is the repetition
A fraction of every second of your life
surely involves feet

Barbara was being vulnerable to
 start from something meaningless or at least idiotic

Maybe not the ordinal
but the cardinal

Surrender  signifying cardinal music
economically afraid of own world’s world’s returns
Pretend landings on the shoulders of giants
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SPEAKING OF PRESUMPTUOUS MEN

Finally, our crippled tramp neighbor cat
Tripod manages to satisfy his cuddle
cravings inside our unmanned hammock net

You put plan B into motion and you
blast your favorite music over your shiny
bones stand that folds and jingles boosie clout
You plundered the webs, hours loitering freely

Was that other affair ever real deep?
Did you just fix his/her appearance in accord
with those fantasies of some weird hobby
that you were too timorous to aspire to 
One of thousands I, real hairlessly, nursed
With the Stuff of Man accenting the paternal

Holding your clicks for another bar then
all protective-like like you was gonna defend
L with her rants against online social
network’s failed guesses of her likes and dislikes

I held my tongue for all of this because
we’re getting to the full rhythms of what’s barely
been grazing what’s been called signifiers

Elam Ferguson’s plunge into being
a father:  For the first time in my life I got
something’s that’s mine and I aim to keep it,
he says.  The deer’s breast milk fit his glove perfectly

As he owned up to what he was getting
himself into his little baby girl drank it
up.  What’s an injury, a blood thirsty
attacking tribe, an exploitive industrial
enterprise nursing a racist culture
to him?  He’s a reincarnated grizzly bear
and with women to sell on the market
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SLUT TALK INSTRUCTIONS TO SURVIVING THE WRECK

1.  SLUT DISCLAIMER

A green light from his left turn on a red,
linger over the slowing down of time;

note, no difference made
to the state of her car dragged along
by that drunk man’s truck

Her factual statements mistaken by Officer X
for apologies or excuses
for all these failed reinvented tricks

The world being indifferent to that kind of experience
And almost so towards The Walk

2. PURPOSE OF LESSON

Self-acknowledged exploiters of the touch deprived,

some say you could do worse
and be underground working with rocks, breathing in their dust

3. ASSEMBLY

Now make it alluring. 
Done so when also repulsive
or blinded by a gentleman-gazed periapt, those
put-forth cascades from panty lines, stretch marks,
down to a pinch of real stretched gastrocnemii

Look at it long enough to be helpful for witness account
note, the privilege of such measured transparence
when the limbs turn, stand still, twirl and/or break

Now, follow the officer’s pen and
walk the straight line
Grapple with how natural and arbited holes could be the same
As crisis mode is the primary mode to be in

Stay busy smiling that the meaning of slut's being challenged
Even among depths of ignorance and/or instructor’s aversion to self-esteem talk it’s 
easy to stay positive  about this turn. 
This turn easily filled and cranking out
the said periapts.  Art Nouveau and its psychedelic rebirths gave us
glimpes but it’s still not clear 

what form that vulvic beacon will take

Stay positive, albeit even a gob of cum will not likely
index to a fee schedule
A gob of cum nor the quality of its generation will not replace
nor even supplement time as reliable measure of price/value
Like now is it too late to instruct attributions of agender
to this authorship? 
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irredeemable bromances, 
Watch those beneficiary-benefactors of rapport privilege

3. DISCLAIMER II

Question accompanying furrowed brow: what is giving really?

What is the origin of that resentment from other women about the seeming ease with which 
you do what you do for a living, that for some of them is hard to enjoy for free?

4. INSTRUCTIONS

Have it recur   in your head how bullying it gets,
void of time with ovum or other relaxed scuttles

Go tell the policeman, who does not know what it’s like to be a woman
or any civilian intimidated by a policeman after all—tell him we
had our seat-belts on or other protections.

Tell him that your right-of-way was at the spot where
We’d start walking, slutwise or otherwise, walking 
home anyway aspiring to melismatic shriek
--“not obedient enough for you officer?”--
before the good old boy's mockery has any effect

Turn, going around, trying to make happen, arouse
turning right at the spot where
walking is no longer some near disposable object of time,

Take aim, made facing hours of agony given to you
and effortlessly hear the stories as the finest steel and glass tumbles

Note, what is called self hatred is incoherent in a troglodyte party you’re not invited to
Its slattern workings of hands burning effigies of the little groundlings,
the men and women who praise them

Finally, good sport, make tangible blown kisses
and a few catcalls and straight indirect sexual propositions
embedded graphemes in the design of the vehicle, accommodating all levels of 
manly vroom.  

And be sensitive! to the level of manly vrroom preceding any violated body
For the national debate still rages outside of the body shop:
is it rape Culture, or automation
 that is to sex what Rapport Privilege is to intimacy?

Speak “Rape Culture” for 
hermeneutical bliss. Because less literal troglodytes need a party where there
literally is no place to crash to start us coming statistically challenged
statistically endangered, statistically-challenged;
wall-picking its distinction from victimization 
The transliteration Interrupted by by flotsam
Abhorring the vacuous, your confused, however generous and humble instructor(s) 
reimagines a better vroom
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REPRISE PRIVILEGE

The dismissal of their own self-expression
Dissing an “umbilical toward my ego”,

related such pages
the pages marked:

Enduring Puberty Press
This militaristic awkward

Pomp, literary or otherwise
in all its promethean 

meat distribution  forever

Behind it all, the cliche of resentment
and the promethean meat distribution

These homely products designed for the end of large crowds

What a path to take, is it a shameless conceit  
or some kind of undiagnosed mental illness
It being an intelligible making-out-of an-Impression-of-one, 
by observing their difference from you
What a path to devise: anyway thinking outside the box requires 
a literal cardboard box to advertise the support of unalienated labor

Playing with the idea that Adam was a mere first denoter, three dollars
Playing with it a capella, five dollars
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BACKSTORY

Wearing antlers on
a day like

simulacrums in the
spa.  Being able to see
her at work-play
         body massage

Nothing will satisfy
with    warped sense

of longing to be close to
the door nail

The whole picture
of the backstory.  Ordered in advance
to be “shipped” as best seller

Because we must save Halloween
from these perverts

Someday we might look back
on this and just see solitary children

mobs of them
in the forrest, calling it a rite or not
Open your

Might just need a bath
and not the treatment
Nevermind.  Open your
Aiming at the of the joke
to share.  Open your

After it closed, citizens
perceived the park to be unsafe

you could still collect shells on the ground
and make characters with them
Open your just open

The train still goes by the two
just imagining the

conversations carrying on

Suddenly touch your lips the headlights
She intended to warn with
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SPEAKING OF THREATEND PARK ANIMALS

“...and two ugly stories why.

make your own choice; either could be.
Hearing, seeing, I believe both of them.”

---------William Bronk

1.
My friend Gerald giving  scruff of a neck 
The right wisp of the cleaving of his lips

Amid his mantras we scrambled to feel the anything-ascence once again

The way the cartoon dog mourns the loss of her litter of puppies 
crushed by a hoister’s scoop while 
she was out seeking…formula?
The tragedy the neck has the pain threshold to    —m the dream

Not so tough myself, watching the time as a coping 
mechanism put     self in    place:

One rung above gullibility
while my dear friend  Gerald betrays me—

the anything-ascence again
But this time, his.  

Finding myself ing-ing parts under the hood
not just believing anything will fix it, but tinkering

2.
Anyway good ol’ Soltera pandiculated almost like a cat, 
licked her chops and went back to
what we can only call mourning.  Narratives are,  again,
a tyranny Implying a way of being 

that ignores the possibility of
conflict-free communication.  That 

misunderstanding is necessary to narratives
Let the blue eyed equestrian Geralds inside of you follow me

misunderstanding is necessary to—-misunderstanding is—misunderstanding—mis—
understanding is necessary to narratives—understanding is necessary to—
standing is —necessary to narratives—necessary to—necessary
necessary to narratives
-ary narratives—narrate—nar—
ratives wary are the natives

3.
that plot of “land

the only thing in the      world    worth
fightin’ for, worth dyin’ for lasts.”
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Meanwhile he/it/they and yes, even she surrounds us all!
Mantras bereft of resolution-seeking. 
Therianthropic primer for an otherwise ambient or airy plot

Out of the “plain” without explaining
The old NVC   the big man 
needs violent car  This dog hunts AND
has a good sense of boundaries

and feels! the flexing pivot of the classic “meanwhile”

This human  —s their territory, but too shook to crow 
4.
There is that caterwaul again

undecipherable of whether it is of joy or sorrow
 Soltera and    —i   have this in common

too hungry to take advice.  “A hungry hungry horse”,
 added in the strongest Irish-Confederate

accent, so my friend Gerald shared with me his drink and dotty love vibrations.  
He has just enough memory to be my friend Gerald.  

My friend Gerald, she smells so good
and at no time did her sad 

longing to connect impede
The less gracious attempt 

to turn meta her sad yarn from a prompt to share 
what could never last, if everyone else or every would-be mingler

mattered too
5.

The author had a grandfather who drove a hoister and belonged to a Hoister’s Union
The author is guilty of a big mouth, has caused others’ discomfort because of it
without the intention to do so, not without a reasonable doubt
Not the kinda things to tell just to get laid  right?

Riding out spouseless, childless, landless, careerless just to tell
the delusion of some yippee hiay! southern resurrection of a crueler animal 
redeeming this yelp.  
Soltera licked her chops then crouched back onto the floor looking briefly at us with 

those sad eyes, then furrowing her brow in some other downward direction
Look! there’s newly crushed Mittens, the biggest pup of them.  Soltera checked behind his 
ears for worms that might have encouraged a once alive Mittens a tender command to roll on 
his belly
That place with a pond and a shed nearby.  But —stupid— she has no memory for these 
kinds of things
A manger or flat or whatever. 

Solerta rubbed mittens’s belly dry
Till yelping towards a squirrel
which was really nowhere near a body 
of water that wasn’t safe to drink anyway

6.
Well, old buddy, Gerald conveyed, we just remediated this celluloid lathe
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If that’s possible.  I don’t feel you, I told him, though I understand your meaning.  It’s not what 
I thought Post Post Internet Cinema would be  Am I quite incapable of rendering that machine 
turnable  That was not a question

Lips, quite flappable not clear at all with all this pain in the neck that Mittens could often be to 
Soltera.  Not any kind of animal, but my friend Gerald

not afraid of change, what the human agency recasts to the frame dark 
like an orgasm Conned,   conversation friending this park   to 

disappear in swift foot it's in the genes  more reasons to save Soltera
satisfied coz I know it'll love me
much the clay soil of their castle
spoiled ungulate grafts assle onto assle

And weary are those natives 
having found [finally] something in common
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FOREIGN YOUTH AMBASSADORS

Foreign Exchange Student
the sexiest
names that bring me back to the moment

Talking about those names

Parents together, am I
trippin’—
Most of them were from Mexico or Bulgaria

One night we were chillin, lookin’
at everybody’s passports
and there was my mom
with her purse
Dad and her standing looking
pissed and embarrassed at
the same time

They look busted at the FYA dorm
*
I’ve always loved foreign exchange students

It seems so perfect
something so ironic about it
Not in the way I loved cats
or broccoli

My favorite Bulgarian
uh…there was an Albanian too—it
started with an R

What the fuck was he doing there
He gave me my first Zippo
Mom and dad were then still nostalgic for their first post honey moon phase
*
Did you ever have a fascination with foreign exchange students
they always had experiences to tell
I wasn’t one to talk to strangers—No
don’t say strangers
I was the befriended, too
shy to befriend them
It’s hard to find strangers in a small town

I know what you mean, I said
Lisalore, from the Netherlands, taller than I, red hair, cheek bones, narrow eyes
not as amazing as yours but was beautiful with peach fuzz mustache
--that’s a sacred document you’re typing into--
She argued against there being a god
and played a duchess who fled Russia during the Revolution
We sang “Michelle” together at Prom
I loved the last moments of the aristocracy right before their country loses the war
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CORPOREAL TAINTS

The hiking trails are well kept
The ticks are far away
the cool water refreshes them
and the glorified broomsticks in the sky,
or at least passion crimes
what Garth Brooks entertained us about
in a D minor rolling thing

But this fourth of July
J. has his eye on the kind of lethe
that we all drink from, assured that
not just the sorrow, but those lofty projects
dissipate along the ripples bleeding into…

…Elysium, a new specific palate to apply
to your favorite canvasses
Elysium for the dances and songs
Elysium for the rest of them
Elysium, the possible epicenter
of the climatic battle in the
future football epos that will embrace
everything from militarism to jazz to cosplay
Elysium, it just would not be the same
without the piggybacking of his daddy
And how much to hold onto
everything passing til it makes sense
to shun those you’re not connected to
who never come around anymore anyway,
til we get to Elysium, when the ideas
pour, beaten out of them,
But to have a good time.  Though

many corporeal taints remain
She filled her days with botany
and it seemed to work.  She was still in love
with him and he still made her smile—a lot
Then, an autobiographical note
worthy for nobody, but what would he do
without this water, the lethe touching
the best approximation to Elysium
that only reflected the sky rolling past
firmament, friends,
friends never coming back
always coming back because of the nature of memory
What deference of his new mustache
finally managed to grow when no sense is made
of the past, all out of wildflowers, lilies and “the bees”
Somehow feeling like spring Anticipating 
the moon flowers of August
All out of art, carefully 

plundering him,
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He, Virgil, whose patron did to millions
perhaps more carefully than contemporary 
Empire pretends itself

Anyway, to  encapsulate

if there is a paradigm shift from aspiring to the great
and not judging--”judging”
“No, friend, I won’t apologize
for saying that I hate emotional wimps
but happily await the schooling 
from the experience of the victim”

She wonders where he's been
Not at war or at least not to its code

Insensitivity
A twang, one for the twain
the ever so grain of a salt
of the taint. Stars 
no groundling's ever seen
This one itty bitty taint remains
For corporeal

For corpo-real
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BOTHER
1.
The video we saw,
with blurred edges
a boy with his uncle having watched the game
then the blurred edges blurred
over his uncle’s hand in his pants

I think I saw it in 3 different grades...classrooms.
Same story same blurred edges
or was it steamy always thought blurry kinda like steamy
but steamy could have been blurry
instead, 

Already superstitiously aware
At aunt R's wedding, in the groomsmen room
I changed into slacks and heard a man or two whistle
even at age five I could feel
the gazes of creepy men, accented by clip on bow-tie
was it possibly about my pants being down
it wasn’t a train whistle or whistle whistle

I, the ring bearer, 
so sensitive that day,
We go to the entry way waiting
And dad comes up the stairs going
“now don’t you be kissing your girlfriend”, my
cousin J. the flower girl
I cry—bawling, really
Prior to this, I may have had imagined husband and wife 
scenario for us, for myself,
multiple times, played with her every holiday and birthday

A lot of room in that whole church
let alone that changing room

Cue to the church's basement  fifteen years later
The first time seeing Vick The Barbarian
it was the church's soup kitchen,
In line he leers back at me:
“what are you looking at beady eyes?”

Five years further
Vick had his truck parked in the middle of 8th street
he comes in throwing his weight around
leaves his truck right there and comes in
and orders green tea. 

When his parking is pointed out to him,
Vick lets us know between his thumb and index:
“This is five hundred thousand compressed pounds of “I don’t give a fuck!”

Vick is the guy that redeems my voice:
What are all of you looking at beady eyes?
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2.
“what comes to my mind
with the molesting thing
the third week of the school year
The teacher handed out journals to write and turn in

“Just fold in what you don’t want her to read

My friend who folded a lot:

'Comes in the room and calls it 'milk the cow'
and then he throws coins on my bed'

“'What is that', I say
'it’s gross,

that', she says”

“'My mom’s boyfriend does the same thing'

“She seemed to laugh about it.”

Later her mom and the teacher and
a counselor or somebody
getting the whole story

The other part of the story that
was that her mom took him back

Next year that same teacher
tried color coding for journaling
to go with the folding

 [ToBeContinued]
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HARPO’S VERITABLE FOREST

Taking on the act of   
attention like it had  
delineated form
independent of its objects

Always life getting in the way, dot dot   
dot in ways  so free of any and all    
physical and virtual containers
If you make your voice bigger it does not make you 

Bigger.  Pleasure of your own quiet presence is 
from inevitable whisks from 
your arms 
The sly easing of your leg slipped into others’ 
Who have already dismissed you for caking them
with a violent --honk-- cruel and dumb 
smile of --honk-- silence –ding! --honk--honk

“You take your love where you get it”

“My” analogous voice is pubescent: cuteness is projected onto it 

“You take your love where you get it”

If an arboretum is to be found 
with all of its features identified,  
in the most unassuming promenades,
each tree’s branches slyly casting judgement 
on their condition(s) and slipped through or around
wintery degrees of their nakedness 
every nodal baboon’s ass knot affecting curves
if they each, planted so still a cultivated 
speech-like stance to endure, 
will anyone climb it?

Pictures would come alive before blabbing 
Are you or have you ever been a member of what what? 

Harpo Marx, naked crowned with roses 
His wide veritable forest of harps 
Insists his mascot swan adapts to curdled milk 

From by now ossified and grimacing suggested Venus.
  
“You take your love where you get it.”

This, the yield of your secrets, ah 
in its grasp audire without searching
The Rapport Privilege images told
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ALL THE SOUNDS    TOGETHER FINE

the alphabet   habit
i a sweater into the bath
you      your knee and it talk
the skin there    putty over rock
it  always  sincere, the same
when we  our teeth each one

 an island up against
the water of our tongue—to  the letters
in the middle of it all symmetrical
all you to a central calm
   to      each     in emotion
I my hand out to you
your life from the steam
we our names to each other
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COLOPHON 
ISBN SCHMIESBIEN

These poems were written and/or constructed between 2014-2016.  “The 
Insurmountable Fourteen Percent” was previously published in 
http://hypocritereader.com/about for their May 2016 “Representations Are Not Violent” 
issue.

A very big thanks to Mauro Nobre, Mark Kaplan, Andrew Stowers, David McLoglin, and 
Ben Sikes for making the printing possible

I trust that you will use a dictionary and encyclopedia when necessary.  I am open to end 
notes in the future.  Also, although many of you are friends and peers, perhaps you might 
want to resist reading yourself into these poems, if as a fun readerly exercise, yes?

“All The Words     Together Fine” is a plundering of Tony Mancus's “All the Words Run 
Together Fine” published in previous issue of the Sixth Finch.  I employed one of Carla 
Harryman's suggested experiments, taking all the verbs out of the poem.

You're welcome to plunder these poems in any way you want.   I'd appreciate an acolyte 
or two, not because I care about recognition from the larger quasi institution of the literary 
world, but because my basic human desire for recognition must be satisfied in order to 
write in the quantity of time I want.  And in the quantity of time that the amateur musician, 
amateur gardner, political organizer, friend, lover and common laborer in me would just as 
easily take up.

Most of this writing could be seen as a greater part of mine (and others) epistolary art, 
collage art, comics and gift packaging that make up the production of Enduring Puberty 
Press (EPP), which can be found online.  EPP is accepting writing and art submissions all 
year round.  To do so, or if you want to correspond, email me at blamecreed@gmail.com

Art work is done by me.  Pics by Jamie Hofling.

This is dedicated to my family, all those familiar but somehow mysterious sources of 
inspiration.

Thank you so much for reading and/or buying this.  Serious love.
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OTHER WORKS BY CREED SHEPARD & PUBLISHED BY EPP

Diaspora Contra Distraction  – 2011
Reinventing the Third Wheel – 2014

FUTURE WRITINGS & WORKS BY CREED SHEPARD

Dawdled Aubade - 2016
Bottoms's Baseball's Unlikeliest Handi– Heroes League Trading Cards – 2016,2017,etc. 
(and maybe beyond), With Illustrations by Seth Ramsey
Bottoms's Trading Cards Presents: Botanicals from 'Outer' Space, by Jamie Hofling & 
Creed Shepard --2018
Thick White Skin (a quioxtic attempt to treat my medical condition-rooted ostracism 
and the Black American Experience{s} of Institutional racism as one and the same in a 
midsized-to-epic length poem) – 2018
Selected Song Lyrics – 2019
Power Sweep (Epic length poem employing American Football Tropes) - 2020
Selected Short Stories and prose – 2021

ALSO FROM E.P.P. LOOK FOR...
...the visual and literary works of other great makers, and hundreds of pieces of mail 
and epistolary art, bathroom newsletters, radical cartographic guides of modest 
private dwelling and un(der)acknowledged commons spaces and the exploration and 
promotions of anti-institutional “residential curations”

ENDURING PUBERTY PRESS
AN iNSTITUTION THAT ONLY NEEDS A LITTLE HOUSE
FROM WHICH HOMEMADE WORKS OF LITERARY AND
VISUAL ART SEEK HOMES OF OTHER LITTLE HOUSES.

http://Miuseofheterolinea.wordpress.com/

Please actively ignore the likely ads you may see on the blog pages
while we're at it, 

Please help build a new community with others where you live, learn to cooperate and
build new living systems to fend off the worst of what the imminent climate

destabilization & future energy and water scarcities, along with the likely economic and
political collapse, it will bring.  Please actively challenge the crappy way of all the

things that make you bored, mad, and despair.   And 
maybe I'm wrong-- but please “go easy on the self help crap”.
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